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THE PBINCIPLES

OF THE

INTERNATIONAL PHONETIC ASSOCIATION

HISTORY AND AIMS OF THE ASSOCIATION

1. The International Phonetic Association is a Society con-

sist!jig of persons interested in the science of phonetics. Its main

object is to promote the scientific study of phonetics and the

various practical applications of that science.

2. The Association was founded in 1886. In 1888, after con-

sulting the opinion of its members, the Association drew up an

International Phonetic Alphabet, by means of which the pro-
nunciation of any language may be accurately represented. This

alphabet has been used ever since (with a few additions and im-

provements) in the Maitre Phonetiqne, the official organ of the

Association (see 16).

3. The system has also become very widely used by language
teachers and others outside the Society, in fact, this alphabet is

at the present time far more widely used than any other phonetic

systom and bids fair to become universal 1

).
There are several

hundred books in which the International Phonetic Alphabet is

used; the more important works, about 200 in number, are men-
tioned in the bibliography

2

) (p. 32
ff.).

4. Among the publishers and printers possessing International

Phonetic types may be mentioned the Clarendon Press, Cambridge
University Press, London University Press, Wm. Clowes (London),

1. For statistics with regard to England see The Means of Training in

Phonetics available for Language Teachers by L. H. Althaus, page 6, (published
by the Association, price 6d). See also bibliography, p. 32 ff.

2. One publisher (Groos of Heidelberg) has issued over 70 books in which
International Phonetic Script is used.

1



2 THE ASSOCIATION

Turnbull and Spears (Edinburgh), Teubner (Leipzig), Reisland

(Leipzig), Hesse & Becker (Leipzig), Didier (Paris), Gyldendal

(Copenhagen). Messrs Win. Clowes are about to cast a fount

of International Phonetic type which will be specially approved

by the Council of the Association 1

). Typewriters containing
International Phonetic types are supplied by the Ideal Type-
writer Co. (115

a
Queen Victoria Si, London, E. C.)

2

).

5. Among the languages which have been transcribed by means

of the International phonetic alphabet are: English, French, German

(with numerous dialects of each), Dutch, Italian, Spanish (including

Chilian), Portuguese, Catalanian, Roumanian, Latin, Greek, Nor-

wegian, Danish, Swedish, Icelandic, Finnish, Hungarian, Russian,

Polish, Czech, Lettish, Welsh, Breton, Syriac, Arabic, Urdu, Panjabi,
Chinese (both Mandarin and Cantonese), Japanese, Burmese, Javanese

Zulu, Odjibway (North American Indians), Aleutian.

6. It must be understood, however, that the Association is in

no way bound to its alphabet. Not only are its members at lib-

erty to use any other system they may prefer (except in the Maitre

Phonetique), but they are invitep to suggest suclj alterations and im-

provements as they may think desirable. Such suggestions are

often discussed in the MaUre Phonetiqiie and may be submitted

to the Council at the annual consultation ( 16).

7. The Association has always favoured a radical reform of

language teaching by the adoption of "direct" or "inductive"

methods, and has played no small part in bringing about the pre-

sent widespread use of these methods.

8. The principles of the Association, as regards the teaching

of foreign languages, are summed up in the following six

articles
s
)

:

(i).
The first thing to be studied in a foreign language is not

the more or less archaic language of literature, but the spoken

language of ordinary conversation.

1. Messrs Clowes will be prepared to sell these types for export.

2. Two machines are issued (1) a "Bijou Phonetic" Typewriter con-

taining (in addition to the ordinary letters) the phonetic types required for

the ordinary transcription of English, French und German, price 13.13.0,

and (2) a "Complete International Phonetic" Typewriter containing (in

addition to the ordinary letters) the whole of the International symbols

price 27.10.0. A special discount of 1 on each machine is allowed to

members of the Association. Members wishing to avail themselves of this

arrangement should apply to the headquarters of the Association.

3. These articles embody the general tendencies of the Association and

not the individual opinion of each member.
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(ii).
The teacher's first care should be to make his pupils per-

fectly familiar with the sounds of the foreign language, To ensure

a correct use of the foreign sounds he will make use of a pho-

netic transcription, which should be employed to the exclusion of

the traditional spelling during the initial stages.

(iii).
The teacher's next aim should be to impart a perfect

command of the commonest phrases and idioms of the foreign

language. To obtain this result he will use connected texts, dia-

logues, descriptions and narratives, all as easy, natural and inter-

esting as possible.

(iv).
Grammar will at first be taught inductively, by grouping

together and drawing general conclusions from such facts as are

observed in reading. A more systematic study is to be kept for

a later stage.

(v). The teacher will endeavour to connect the words of the

foreign language directly with the ideas they express, or with other

words of the same language, not with those of the mother tongue.
Translation will therefore be replaced, as far as possible, by object-

lessons, picture-lessons, and explanations in the foreign language.

(vi). When, at a later period, written work is introduced it

will consist at first of the reproduction of matter already read

and explained, then the reproduction of stories, etc., which the pu-

pils have heard the teacher tell; free composition will come next;
translation from and into the foreign language is to be kept till

the end.

9. The Association also recommends the use of phonetics and

phonetic transcription in connexion with the teaching of the

mother tongue, particularly for the purpose of studying dialectal

peculiarities and correcting the indistinctness and artificialities

which unfortunately mar the pronunciation of so many. The Asso-

ciation also recommends the use of phonetic script in connexion

with the teaching of reading.
10. The Association has also done much towards encouraging

phonetic research. Many important works on philology and other

branches of language study have been written by its members.
It is largely owing to the influence of the Association that courses
of instruction in phonetics have been instituted at various uni-

versities, and that "applied phonetics" has become a prominent
feature of nearly all holiday-courses for teachers.

11. The Association has instituted an official examination
in phonetics, and grants a diploma to persons attaining a cer-

tain standard. (Particulars may be obtained from the secretaries.)
l*
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12. Though not directly concerned with Spelling Reform,
the Association regards with favour the work of the various spel-

ling reform Societies, and has been able to help the movement

indirectly by showing up the imperfections which are to be found

in the current spelling of most languages.

13. Finally, it may be stated that the constant intercourse

between the members of the Association has tended to create among
language teachers all over the world a spirit of good feeling, which
is as conducive to scientific progress as to the advancement of

peace between nations.

CONSTITUTION OF THE ASSOCIATION

14. The Association is governed by an International Council
of 30, elected by the members every other year.

15. The following is a list of the members of the Council

for 1912 1913. Those marked * are members of the Executive

Committee.

President: W. Yietor, Ph. D., M. A., Professor of English at the

University of Marburg, Germany.
Vice-Presidents: 0. Jespersen, Ph. D., Professor of English at the

University of Copenhagen; E. R. Edwards, Docteur de 1'Uni-

versite de Paris, H. M. Inspector of Schools, London.

Secretaries: *Paul Passy, D. es L., Professor of Phonetics at the

Ecole des Hautes Etudes, Paris; *Daniel Jones, M. A., Lec-

turer on Phonetics at University College, London.

Treasurer: *Mlle S. Lund, language teacher, Bourg- la-Heine,

France.

Other members of the Council: Jose Ma
Arteaga Pereira, Barcelona;

A. T. Baker, M. A., Ph. D., Professor of French at the Uni-

versity of Sheffield; J. Cameron, Professor of Romance Lan-

guages at University College, Toronto, Canada; A. Camilli,

Rome; *C. Cloos, French and British Consul, Frederikshavn,

Denmark; A. Frinta, Ph. D., Plzen, Bohemia; C. Orandgent,
Professor of Romance Languages, Harvard University, Boston,

U. S. A.
;
R. Lenz, Ph. D., Director of the Pedagogical Institute,

Santiago, Chili; E. A. Meyer, Ph. D., Lecturer on German at

Handelshogskolan, Stockholm; E. Nader, language teacher,

Vienna; A. Rambeau, Assistant Professor of Romance langu-

ages at the University of Berlin; W. Rippinann, M. A., Pro-

fessor of German at Queen's College, London; Th. Rosset,
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Professor of French Philology at the University of Grenoble,

France; L. $cerfoa, Lecturer at the University of St. Petersburg;

Frk. E. Simonsen, Copenhagen; *J. Spieser, pastor, Waldham-

bach i. Elsass, Germany; Ch. Thudichum, Director of the Inter-

national College, Geneva; W. Tilly, GroB-Lichterfelde-West,

Berlin; 0. J. Tallgren, Helsinki, Finland; A. R. 0. Yianua,

Corresponding member of the Academy of Science, Lisbon;

E. Waterhousej Senior Lecturer in modern languages at the

Teachers' College, Sydney, Australia; R. Weeks^ Professor of

French at Columbia University, New York; A. Western, Ph.D.,
Headmaster . of the High School, Frederiksstad, Norway;
J. A. Yates, M. A., H. M. Inspector of Schools, Waltair, India.

16. Any questions that may arise regarding the policy or the

administration of the Association, the adoption of new symbols,
the alteration of existing symbols, etc., are referred to the Council

at an annual consultation. Members desiring to bring any matter

before the Council may apply to one of the Secretaries.

17. The Association now (August 1912) numbers over

1500 members. The members are distributed as follows: Eng-
land about 400, Germany about 350, United States about 120,
France about 100, Denmark about 80, Austria-Hungary, Switzer-

land, Chili about 50 each, Sweden, Canada about 40 each, Italy

about 30. There are also representatives of the following coun-

tries: Holland, Belgium, Luxemburg, Spain, Portugal, Norway,
Iceland, Finland, Russia, Poland, Turkey, Roumania, Brazil, Cuba,
Costa Rica, Egypt, South Africa, India, Dutch East India, Indo-

China, China, Japan, Australia, New Zealand.

18. Persons may join the Association either as 'ordinary
7

members or as 'active' members.

19. Ordinary Members receive free of charge the 'MaUre

Phonetique', the official organ of the Association (Editor: P. Passy,
20 Madeleine, Bourg-la-Reine, Seine, France; Assistant Editor:

D. Jones, University College, London). The 'Maitre Phonetique' is

issued on the 30th of January, March, May, July, September and

November of each year. It contains articles in various languages
the International alphabet being used throughout. The articles

deal with all branches of Phonetics and its applications, and give
information respecting the progress made by the science in diffe-

rent parts of the world. The best methods of language-teaching
are also discussed, and special texts suitable for students are

given.

2
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20. Every ordinary member is entitled to a vote at the election

of members of the Council.

21. Every ordinary member whose subscription has been paid

by Jan. 1
st

is entitled to 10 lines of free advertisement in the

Maitre Phonetique in the course of the year.
22. Active Members are those who are willing to work actively

in the interests of the Association. They receive two copies of

every Maitre Phonetique, the additional copies being intended for

propaganda purposes. Active members are eligible to serve on

the Council, and are entitled to two votes at the elections.

23. Every active member whose subscription has been paid

by Jan. 1
st

is entitled in the course of year to 25 lines of free

advertisement in the Maitre Phonetique.
24. The Annual Subscriptions are: -

For Ordinary Members 3 francs 50 c. (= 2 s. 10 d. = 70 cents

= Kr. 2.50 [Scandinavian]-^ Rs 2 as. 2).

For Active Members 6 francs (= 4s. 10 d. = 1 dollar 20 c.

= Kr. 4.20 [Scandinavian]
= Rs 4 as. 4).

25. Subscriptions are due on the 1
st of January each year.

They may be paid to D. Jones, Esq., University College, London,
W. C., or direct to the Treasurer, Miss S.Lund, 27 Grande Rue,

Bourg-la-Reine, Seine, France.

PHONETIC WRITING AND ITS USES

26. When the written form of a language represents with

accuracy the pronunciation of the spoken language, the writing
is said to be phonetic.

27. The principle of phonetic spelling is carried out con-

sistently in many English words, e. g. in, on, cat, dog, put, leg,

strip, fulfil, itself, bandit. But many other words are written quite

unphonetically in current spelling: thus the first letter is silent

in hour and the last in lamb-, right and write are sounded alike

but written differently* lead (noun) and lead (verb) are spelt alike

but sounded differently. The current spelling of some languages

is, at present, not far from phonetic; such are Italian, Spanish,

Dutch, Croatian, Hungarian, Finnish. Others, such as English,
French and Danish, are quite the reverse. It is, however, possible

to write phonetically any language or in fact any variety of any

language.
28. It has long been known to specialists that a phonetic

system of writing is necessary for some objects; for instance,
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shorthand, aiid the comparative study of languages or dialects.

More recently, educationists have discovered that phonetic spel-

ling could be used with great advantage in connexion with the

teaching of foreign languages. For when a foreign language is

taught by means of tho traditional spelling, the pupils are con-

stantly hampered by the contradictions between the spoken and

written forms of the same words. When, on the other hand, the

spoken words are accurately represented by means of a phonetic

transcription, they are easily memorized, and the progress is much
more rapid.

29. The advantages to be derived from the use of a phonetic

transcription in connexion with language teaching are, how-

ever, now too well known to need much comment. It has been

proved by countless experiments that persons who have made

extensive use of phonetic theory and phonetic transcription
1

),

when studying a foreign language, generally have a far better

pronunciation of the language than those who have only worked

with the current spelling and imitation. There is also abundant

evidence to show that the transition from phonetic transcrip-
tion to ordinary spelling is not a difficult matter, and that

pupils who have been thoroughly trained to write a foreign

language phonetically are generally able to write the current

spelling more accurately than those who have had no such

training
2

).

30. A
. phonetic transcription is still more necessary to a

student who endeavours to grapple with a foreign language without

the help of a master. It enables him to work at any language
without puzzling at every word to know how he should read it

This comes out most clearly in languages with a difficult or

complicated system of writing, such as Chinese, Japanese, Bur-

mese, Arabic or Syriac.

31. Further, a phonetic system is necessary for recording
languages hitherto unwritten (see 6876). In this way it

is of the utmost value to travellers, missionaries, and officials in

distant colonies; likewise to those who are interested in that most

fascinating branch of philology, the study of country dialects.

1. Phonetic theory teaches the student how to form the foreign sounds.

Phonetic transcription teaches him how to use the right sound in the

right place.

2. See V. Partington, The Transition from Phonetic to Ordinary Spelling

(published by the Association, price 7d, to members 4d).
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32. Phonetic writing may also be used with advantage in

elementary school work, for teaching children to read the

mother tongue. Learning to read by the usual methods is at

best a long and dreary task; but where phonetic texts are used

it becomes short and easy
1

).
When once a child reads phonetic

texts fluently, the transition to the common spelling is shown

by experience to be a matter of no great difficulty.

33 For the above reasons it is clear that every teacher, every

educationist, every philanthropist or social reformer, should have

at least some idea of what phonetic writing is; more particularly

as, notwithstanding its foreign and somewhat startling appearance,
its principles can be mastered in a few minutes, and tolerable

fluency in reading it can be acquired in a few hours.

34. Finally, a thorough knowledge of phonetics and experience
in the use of phonetic transcription is indispensable to all students

of philology. Many of the most important changes in language
have remained unrecorded either because there was no writing at

the time or because the spelling was fixed and did not reflect

the changes in the words. By using a phonetic transcription the

nature of such changes may be clearly demonstrated 2

).

THE INTERNATIONAL PHONETIC ALPHABET

35. We can write phonetically in various ways. For instance,

to express the first sound of the words can, keep, quick, we can

choose any of the letters
c, &, or q, as long as we are consistent,

and always use the same letter for the same sound. We can write

phonetically equally well with Roman or Gothic or Russian or

Greek or Armenian or Sanscrit letters. As a matter of fact,

shorthand writers write phonetically with a set of letters quite
different from the ordinary letters of the alphabet.

36. The system described in the following pages is the inter-

national system referred to in 2, and is recommended for general
use. It is based upon the Eoman alphabet, which is used by the

great majority of civilized nations,
-- this alphabet being supple-

mented by a certain number of new symbols, just as the English

1. See particularly J. Spieser, Kin Iflassenversuch (Scheffer, Leipzig)
2ml ed., 1912; also Das begriffliche Lehrverfahren insbesondere beim Lesenlehren

by the same author (obtainable from the Secretaries of the Association).
2. See the books in section VIII of the bibliography (p. 38).
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add k, Wj x and y, to the 22 letters used in Italian, and as the

Icelanders use the two letters J) and d for the two sounds of the

English th.

37. Further, this alphabet is based on international usage;

that is, it gives to each letter as far as possible, the value it

has for the majority of peoples using the Roman alphabet. Thus

z is used for the sound of English zeal, which agrees with Eng-

lish, French and Dutch, but is contrary to German, Italian and

Spanish usage; and v is used for the first sound in veal, accor-

ding to English, French, Italian and Scandinavian usage, but

contrary to German and Spanish. On the other hand, j has been

taken for the first sound in yet, contrary to
English, French and

Spanish, but in accordance with German, Italian, Dutch and

Scandinavian usage. In the International system the vowel letters

a, e, i,
and u have, roughly speaking, what are called the

Italian values.

38. This redistribution of letters according to international

usage necessarily produces some forms that are startling at first

sight. An Englishman, for instance, cannot help being startled

when he sees jiist written for yeast and liaus for house. But it

does not take long to accustom oneself to the international values

of the letters, and once the difficulty is overcome, the advantages
of using the same system for all languages are incalculable.

VALUES OF THE INTERNATIONAL PHONETIC SYMBOLS

39. We now give a table of the International phonetic

symbols. They are arranged according to the mode of formation

of the sounds which they represent.

40. The values of most of the symbols may be seen from

their positions on the table. Thus, the phonetic symbol p, being
in the column 'lips' and in the row 'plosive' denotes an ex-

plosive sound formed by the two lips (i. e. the usual sound of

the letter p). Similarly the phonetic vowel-symbol i, being in the

column 'front' and in the row 'close', denotes a type of vowel

sound in which the front of the tongue
1

)
is raised high in the

direction of the hard palate (for instance the second vowel sound

in machine).

1. The 'front' of the tongue is defined in phonetics as the part of the

tongue opposite the hard palate, when the tongue is in the position of rest.
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41. The above table appears somewhat complicated because it

includes the symbols for all languages to which the International

system has as yet been applied. A table of the sounds of one

language only would be far simpler. Such tables will be found

in many of the books mentioned in the bibliography.
42. We append some further brief indications of the values

of those symbols whose value is not self-evident.

43. Consonants. The front plosive consonants c, j are heard

in the Hungarian words Jcotya, Magyar; they may sometimes be

observed in dialectal French in such words as qui, gai (ci, je for

the standard ki, ge); they are the sounds meant in some novels

by the spellings kyart, gyard (for cart, guard), representing pro-
nunciations formerly current in vulgar speech. ty is the deep
Arabic qaf.

- - ? is the 'glottal stop', i. e. the explosive sound

heard (in an exaggerated form) in coughing; the sound is heard

in North German pronunciation before initial stressed vowels; it

is the Danish st0d, Arabic hamza.

44. ji is the gn of French montagne, Italian ragno, Spanish n,

Portuguese nk\ I) is the English and German ng of ring, N is a

uvular nasal occurring in Eskimo,
flj may be used, when neces-

sary, to represent the lip-teeth nasal. i is the Italian gl of egli,

Spanish II. Portuguese lh* I designates a 'dark' (also called 'hard'

or
c

thick') variety of 1, such as that in the English people, Rus-

sian palka, Portuguese mil. r is the Italian and Scotch rolled r;
R the uvular r heard in Northumberland and in many parts of

France, Germany, etc.; r is the Czech 'fricative trill'.

45. F, 13 are lip fricative consonants. F is the sound we

produce in blowing out a candle; it is the Japanese variety of f;

15 is the Spanish sound of b or v between vowels, as in saber, and

one variety of Dutch w. - -
w, the sound of English ivatch, is

formed by narrowing the air passage simultaneously between the

lips and in the back of the mouth; M is one variety of Northern

English wh. i[, the sound of French u in nuit, is formed by
narrowing the air passage between the lips and in the front of

the mouth. 0, 5 stand for the sounds of th in thin, then.

J is the untrilled lingual r, commonly heard in Southern Eng-
lish in draw, red-, the same sign is provisionally made to stand

for the Spanish
c
soft r' in pero, which is a mere flap of the

tongue.
--

a, p are Bantu sounds; they have tongue position
of 6, 6, combined with strong lip -rounding.

- -

J*, 5 are the

sounds of show, azure, French ch, j. j is the English sound
of y in yet] is the German consonant in ich] it is sometimes
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heard iu English words such as hue (hjiil or $ui). X is the sound

of ch in the German ach, Scotch loeli\ (J.
is often heard in North

German pronunciation of wagen, regularly in Dutch vlaggen.

H is the deep Arabic Teh in khalifa, often heard as a variety of

Swiss German ch and Spanish j; K is the Arabic gh, Danish r,

often heard also as a variety of Parisian r. fi is the voiced h of

Arabic, Czech, South African Dutch, etc.; it is sometimes heard

in English instead of the ordinary h between two vowels. -- The

symbols H and Q may be used for the Arabic hha and
r

ain.

46. Towels. The following are the typical values of the chief

vowel symbols:

i the sound of i in machine.

*"Y e
,,

c French
c'te,

Italian bene, German See; also

heard in Northern English pronunciation
of day, etc.

e there (Southern English pronunciation), French

fer, Italian cielo.

a
., ,,

a French patte, frequent also in Scotch pronun-
ciation of pat.

H a father, French pas.

3
-,,

o Italian notte, French port.

o French cote, Italian come, Northern English

pronunciation of home, etc.

u u Italian uno, English rule.

y u French pur, u in German iiber.

,,
eu French peu. o in German horen.

(B
,,

cu n French petir, o in German Wb'rter.

47. ae is the Southern English vowel in man\ A is the English
vowel in much. I is a sound intermediate between i and 65 u is

a sound intermediate between u and 0; Y is a sound intermediate

between y and 0. ui is a vowel with the tongue position of u
but with lips spread out; it occurs in Gaelic, Japanese, Armenian

and Syriac.

48.
i', ii, e, o, i, 5, are mixed (also called 'intermediate' or

'obscure') sounds: i' is the vowel in the Russian syn, ii that in

Norwegian hus.

49. o stands for any obscure vowel of neutral quality, like the

first of English again. It is convenient to reserve this sign as far as

possible for unstressed vowels. In cases where it is found desirable

to distinguish two such vowels, the one with higher tongue position

may be written 9 and the one with lower tongue position u.
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50. Nasalized vowels are marked thus: a French an, I French

vowel in pain, I Portuguese vowel in fim, etc.

51. Quantity, stress, intonation. - - Length of any sound

is indicated by I placed after the phonetic symbol
1

). Half-length

may be marked by
T
.

- - Stress is marked when necessary, by
the sign ';

it is recommended that the sign be placed before the

stressed syllable
2
). Intonation is generally left unmarked. In

Swedish and Norwegian texts, however, the sign
v

is placed be-

fore the stressed syllable of words having the so-called 'compound
tone'. No system of signs has yet been definitely adopted for lan-

guages such as Chinese in which word-tones are a significant ele-

ment (see however 85 and the Chinese and Burmese texts). The

Association recommends, however, that the form of such signs
should be devised so as to indicate graphically the musical values

of the tones.

52. Modifiers. Various devices make it possible to represent

many shades of sounds not included in the alphabet. The follow-

ing are the most important.

53. The difference between a breathed consonant (such as s)

and its voiced correspondent (such as z) when not indicated by
the shape of the letter, may be marked thus: 1 voiced 1 (the usual

sound), 1 breathed 1 (Welsh II).
- - Whispered sounds may be

marked thus: u, i.
3 ' 5

54. Inverted consonants (cerebrals), formed by turning up the

point of the tongue, may be marked thus: t, d, n, 1, r, S; the

Arabic emphatics thus: t, S. etc.; consonants formed with simul-

taneous glottal closure, thus: p', f, k'. "Assibilated" consonant /

groups, i. e. groups in which the two elements are so closely ,'

connected that the whole might be treated as a single sound, j

may be represented thus: tf, dz, or thus: tf, dz.

55. Palatalized consonants may be represented by means of a

dot placed above the symbol of the normal sound (the dot sug-

gesting the connexion with the sounds i and j), thus s, n, f.

Such sounds occur regularly in Russian and in Irish.

1. The use of a mark over the letter is undesirable on account of the

difficulty of combining it with other diacritics such as ~.

2. From the scientific point of view it would be preferable to put the

mark over the symbol of the stressed vowel, but there are practical objec-

tions to this plan, e. g. the necessity for cutting a large number of new

types, and the desirability of keeping superposed diacritics for indicating
shades of sound.

3
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56. 'Tense' and 'lax' vowels may be distinguished respectively

by acute and grave accents. Thus the English sit might be written

sit
1

)
to distinguish it from the French site (sit).

57. -L after any letter means tongue slightly raised. T means

tongue slightly lowered. ) means lips more rounded; ( means lips

more spread.

58. A syllabic consonant may be marked thus n; the conson-

antal element of a diphthong may be marked thus ii.

59. Finally, some shades of sound may be marked by placing
a small letter as index to a large one: thus J

s means a variety
of J rather resembling s.

'NARROW AND 'BROAD' TRANSCRIPTION

60. The style of transcription used in any particular case de-

pends to some extent on the object in view. In works of a scient-

ific character in which it is desired to have separate symbols
for all the shades of sound existing in several languages, a very

large number of symbols and diacritical marks may be necessary

(with the result that the transcription of any one of the languages
becomes complicated and difficult to read). Transcriptions of this

kind are called narrow transcriptions.

61. When, however, the object is rather to deal chiefly with

one language and that too from a strictly practical point of view,
it is desirable that the form of transcription should be simple
and should have as few diacritical marks as possible. Such a style

of transcription is called a broad transcription.

62. A broad transcription may be more accurately defined as

a transcription obtained by using the minimum number of sym-
bols requisite for representing without ambiguity the sounds of

one language independently of other languages.

63. The necessity for the use of broad forms of transcription
in practical work becomes evident when we consider the enormous
number of minute shades of sound in existence. If we compare
any two languages, the number of sounds which are absolutely
identical in each is extremely small. Take the case of such a

simple sound as p. The English p in pat in distinguished from

the French p in patte by the presence of a certain 'aspiration';

1. The vowel might also be written i in accordance with the 6th Prin-

ciple (e), p. 17.
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yet it would be highly inconvenient in practical work to have to

indicate this aspiration everywhere by writing p
1

in English trans-

criptions *).

64. Similarly in an ordinary practical phonetic script (as dis-

tinguished from a more detailed form of script suited for scien-

tific purposes) it is unnecessary to have separate symbols for

the French vowels in note (not) and portt (port) (the latter of

which is slightly lower than the former) because it is the regular
rule that r has a lowering effect on preceding vowels in French.

Again, in ordinary practical phonetic script it is not usually ne-

cessary to use two symbols for the two varieties of 1 heard in

the most usual pronunciation of the word little, because we know
once for all that the

f

clearer' variety is regularly used before

vowels and the
f

darker' variety before consonants and finally.

65. The general rule for strictly practical phonetic transcrip-

tion is therefore to leave out everything that is self-evident, and

everything that can be explained once for all. In transcribing any

given language it is in general sufficient to represent the distinct-

ive sounds only; for each distinctive sound the typical international

symbol should be chosen; and, if necessary, the exact shades of

sound used either throughout or in certain positions may be ex-

plained (with the use of modifiers) in an introductory note.

66. In scientific work a more elaborate form of script is often

necessary. The extent to which the use of modifiers should be

resorted to depends, however, on circumstances. In some cases

it may be useful to adopt a compromise between a narrow and

a broad notation. Thus a teacher of English in France may find
'

it desirable to mark the English vowels in fit, put with the grave
accent (fit, put) in order to remind his pupils continually of the

characteristic quality of these sounds; a teacher of French in Eng-
land might often with advantage write pcepl in order that his

pupils may be less liable to pronounce the final 1 in peuple like

that in the English word people pi: pi.

67. These are points on which each person must use his own
discretion. They do not in any way affect the general principle

referred to above
( 65).

1. This must, however, be done in such languages as Syriac and Chinese,

where the aspirated and unaspirated p are distinctive sounds.
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PRINCIPLES OF TRANSCRIPTION FOR LANGUAGES
HITHERTO NOT TRANSCRIBED

68. We give here a summary of some of the more important

principles of transcription for the guidance of missionaries and

others wishing to record the pronunciation of languages hitherto

not transcribed.

69. 1'* Principle. In settling for any language the form of

transcription best suited for practical purposes (as distinguished

from scientific purposes), the language should be regarded by itself

without reference to other languages.

70. 2nd
Principle. It is necessary to ascertain what are the

distinctive sounds in the language, i. e. those which if confused

might conceivably alter the meanings of words. Shades of sound

which are occasioned by proximity to other sounds, absence of

stress and the like, very often do not require special symbols.

For examples see 64.

71. 3rd
Principle. Typical single sounds should be represented

(as far as possible) by single letters without diacritical marks.

Diacritics should (as far as possible) only be resorted to for the

purpose of representing shades or varieties of the typical sounds.

72. 4th

Principle. The vowel letters a, e, i, o, u, should be

taken to have their Italian values, i.
e., roughly speaking, the

values which they have in the English words calm, get, machine,

note, rule.

73. 5 th

Principle. If the language does not contain more than

. one variety of each of the sounds e, i, 0, u, these symbols should

be used for the varieties occurring. If the language contains one

sound of the type a, not being a distinctly 'back' variety, the

symbol a should be used. If the language contains a sound of

the type of French u it should be represented by y; if it contains

one sound of the type of French eu, not being a distinctly
c

close'

variety, it should be represented by OB.

74. 6th

Principle, (a) If the language contains two distinctive

varieties of e, the variety with higher tongue position should be

represented by e and the variety with lower tongue position

should be represented by s. Such are the French sounds of e

(e) and e (i).

(b) If the language contains two distinctive varieties of 0,

the variety with higher tongue position should be represented

by and the variety with lower tongue position by d. Such a

pair is found in the English words note (o), not (o). Another
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(slightly different) pair of the same kind is found in the French

words tot (o), tort (i).

(c) If the language contains two distinctive varieties of a
;
the

variety with tongue further back should be represented by a and

the variety with tongue further forward by a. Such are the

French sounds in pas (a) and page (a).

(d) If the language contains two distinctive varieties of <B,

the variety with higher tongue position should be represented by
and the variety with lower tongue position by OB Such a pair

is found in the French words peu (0), pour (oe).

(e) If the language contains two distinctive varieties of i or
11,

the varieties with higher tongue position may be represented by

i,
u and those with lower tongue position by i, u.

75. 7th

Principle. If the language contains sounds which to

an untrained ear sound like the groups kj (as in cube kjuib),

gj, nj (as in onion), Ij (as in million], but are felt by natives to

be single sounds and not compounds, the appropriate symbols are

generally c, j, jl, , respectively.

76. 8th

Principle. When vowels of similar though distinct

quality are connected by the relation that one is always longer
than the other under similar circumstances

(i.
e. when surrounded

by the same sounds and pronounced with the same degree of

stress), a simplification of the phonetic transcription may some-

times be effected by using only one symbol with or without a

length-mark. Thus many transcribers of English write the vowels

in feet and fit as il and i respectively, instead of writing i and I

according to the 6th
Principle (e). (It will be observed that the

first of these vowels is always longer than the second under

similar circumstances, e. g. the vowel in feet is longer than that

in fit,
the vowel in heed is longer than that in hid, the second

vowel in Unseed is longer than that in acid).

FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

77. Completeness and perfection are ideals unattainable in

this world, and the International Phonetic Alphabet lays no claim

to either. It is freely admitted that some of the symbols might
be improved; and it is evident that it may also be necessary to

invent new signs either for newly discovered sounds or to distin-

guish shades of sound hitherto left undistinguished. Improvements
are continually suggested by members of the Association and

discussed in the Maifre Phone'tique; but none are definitely adopted
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without careful consideration and the vote of a majority of the

Council.

78. Amo6g the suggestions lately made we may mention the

following:
79. p', If, etc. are suggested for the aspirated p, t, etc. (see

63, note).

80. p,, t,, k,, etc. have been suggested for final p, t, k pro-

nounced without explosion (as in Chinese, Burmese etc.). * and n
have been suggested as general symbols denoting any consonant

or vowel respectively. 5t and |9 have been suggested for the lip-

teeth plosive consonants.

81. For and (B some would prefer to write e and 8. The

type I is generally considered unsatisfactory, as also is the mark

of length I
;
but none of the alternatives hitherto proposed seem

any better.

82. Many members think that a special sign (D or or ?)

ought to be devised for the very low Southern English vowel in

not as distinct from the open Italian o.

83. r has been suggested for the variety of r formed by a

single flap of the tip of the tongue. Some consider that separate

letters (e. g. <t, *d, etc.) are preferable to t, d, etc., for represen-

ting the inverted consonants (cerebrals). It appears that it would

be desirable to admit an alternative mode of representing the

Russian palatalized consonants for use by printers not possessing
the types s, n, etc. (e. g. s

1

,
n 1

, etc.). Many writers urge the

advisability of adopting single symbols for the 'assibilated' groups

tf, ts, etc. It may also be necessary to distinguish by special

letters the breathed 1, r, m, n, ji, I), occurring in Welsh, Ice-

landic, Bantu languages, etc. ($, z, ln,^i, Ji, Ij, have been sug-

gested for this purpose).
84. Some are of opinion that it might be useful for some pur-

poses (such as transliteration of Indian languages) to have some

special symbols for long vowels. CL, a, L, (F, 1L have been sug-

gested for this purpose.
85. The signs

" -
x t
_ have been suggested for the six tones of

Cantonese, and
~ '

have been suggested for the four tones of the

Mandarin language, these signs being indicative of the musical

values of the tones.
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SPECIMENS

86. In illustration of the above mentioned principles of tran-

scription, we now give some specimens of phonetic transcription.

The texts are versions of the well known fable of the 'North

Wind ancfr the Sun' in various languages
1

).

87. It may well be that a reader, on examining the pronun-
ciation here given of his own language, may find some forms

which do not correspond with his own pronunciation. This arises

partly from the fact that no two persons pronounce exactly in the

same way, and partly from the fact that the same person will often

pronounce a word differently under different circumstances. Phonetic

writing reproduces such differences, and therefore a text which

reproduces exactly the pronunciation of one person does not ne-

cessarily correspond exactly with that of another. We have

endeavoured as far as possible to indicate the average pronun-
ciation of educated persons in each case. The reader will do well

to note the points in which his pronunciation differs from that

indicated in the specimens.

TEXT

The North Wind and the Sun were disputing which was the

stronger, when a traveller came along wrapped in a warm cloak.

They agreed that the one who first made the traveller take off

his cloak should be considered stronger than the other. Then

the North Wind blew with all his might, but the more he blew,

the more closely did the traveller fold his cloak around him;
and at last the North Wind gave up the attempt. Then the Sun

shone out warmly, and immediately the traveller took off his

cloak; and so the North Wind was obliged to confess that the

Sun was the stronger of the two.

SOUTHERN ENGLISH

[When not otherwise marked the stress is on the first syllable

of the most important words. - - Two consecutive vowels form

a diphthong, the second element being the consonantal element.

1. The Editors will be pleased to receive versions of this fable in lan-

guages or dialects not included here, for publication either in subsequent

editions of this pamphlet or in the Maitre Phonetique.
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i, -u, 3, 9 without length-marks are lax. i in unstressed syllables= IT. ii,
m are often diphthongized (ij, uw) especially when

final. - - Short 8 is very open when final (= i?) 5
81 stands for .

t, d, n, 1 are formed with the tip of the tongue against the

teeth-ridge (gums). r is generally fricative (= j), though some

speakers use a single flap of the tongue when intervocalic. -

A f

dark' variety of 1 () is used finally and before consonants. -

Initial p, t, k are slightly aspirated.

0, stand for o, Or respectively. Many speakers use e for
.]

09 no: 6 wind end 09 SAn we: dis'pju:tirj witf W9z 09 stroijge,

wsn a traevle keim e'lorj rsept in 9 wo:m klouk. frei a'gri:d (fet

6*9 wAn hu: f0:st meid 6*9 traevle teik o:f (h)iz klouk Jud bi

ken 'sided strorjge (Jen cfi AO9. (fen 6*9 no:0 wind blu: wifr o:l hiz

mait, bet (fo mo: hi: blu:, 50 mo: klousli did b'e traevle fould

(h)iz klouk e'raund him; end et la:st 0^9 no: 9 wind geiv Ap 5i

9'tsm(p)t. frsn ^9 SAn Jon aut wo:mli
?
and i'mi:dJ9tli 0^9 traevla

tuk o:f (h)iz klouk; 9nd sou cfo no: 9 wind waz g'blaidgd to

ken'fss ^9t ^9 SAn W9z 6^9 strorjg9r 9v 6*9 tu:.

Examples of combinations of sounds not occurring in the

above : cheer tji9, fairness fs9nis
; poor pu9, nature neit/9.

For some purposes (e. g. in books dealing with Scottish pro-

nunciation) it appears desirable to have a form of phonetic spelling
of Southern English independent of the length mark :. The follow-

ing form is suggested for such cases.

6*9 n59 wind 9nd fre SAn WB dis'pjutirj witf W9Z (fo strorjgg,
wsn 9 traevb keim

9'lorj rsept in 9 wo*m klook. b'ei 9 'grid cfot

WAn hu fest meid ^9 trsevb teik of (h)iz klouk Jod bi k9n-

strongo o^9n 6^1 A&9. 5sn ^9 n69 wind blu wifr 61 hiz mait,
b9t ^9 mo hi blu, cfo mo klousli did ^9 traevte fould (h)iz klouk

g'raund him; 9nd 9t last ^9 no9 wind geiv Ap 5i 9'tsm(p)t. 5sn

(J9 SAU Jon aut womli, 9nd I'midjgtli ^9 traevb tuk of (h)iz klouk;
and sou (fo n69 wind W9Z g'blaid^d t9 kgn'fss &9t 09 SATI W9Z 5^9

stronger 9V 5a tu.

The additional words at the end of the preceding version

would appear as follows: tjia, fs9nis, pu9 ; neit/9.
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NORTHERN ENGLISH

[Stress and sound values as in Southern English with the

following exceptions. ei, 01 are tense and only slightly diphthong-
ized. -- r is slightly trilled. J is very weak and often loses its

consonantal character, producing merely an 'inverted' (cerebral)

modification of the preceding vowel.]

6*9 nojG wind end &9 sAn wsj dis'pjuitig hwitj W9z 59 strong9J,

hwsn a travtaj ke:m a log rapt in 9 wojm klo:k. 5e: g'griid cfot

(fo wAn hu: fgjst me:d 59 travtai te:k of hiz kloik Jud bi kon-

'sidgjd stroggai 5'9n 5i A59r. 5sn 59 noi0 wind blui wi6 oil hiz

inait
,
bAt 59 mou hi: blui, 59 inou kloisli did 59 travtaj foild

hiz kloik g'raund him; 9nd 9t last 59 noj0 wind geiv Ap 5i

9'tsm(p)t. &sn (fo SAn Jon aut wo:rmli
?
9nd i'miidjatli o"9 travbj

tuk of hiz klo:k; 9nd so: cte noiO wind W9Z o'blaid^d tu kon'fss

&9t ^9 SAn wgz (fo strong9J 9V 0^9 tu:.

The additional words would appear as follows : tfi:9r, fe:an9s,

pu:9r, ne:tJ9J.

SCOTCH PRONUNCIATION

[Stress and sound values as in Southern English with the

following exceptions.
--

Length may be significant; thus the i

in agreed is long while that in deed is short. Tense and lax i

must therefore have separate symbols (i and i) Tense and lax

are distinguished as tf, 0. 11 is always tense. 3 is as in French

(higher than in Southern English). I = IT. e, are tense and

not diphthongized. ai often becomes 91 when not followed by

v, z, 6 or r. - - r is normally trilled, but is often reduced to a

single flap of the tongue or to the fricative J when final or

followed by a consonant.]

(fo nor0 wind 9nd cfo SAn wer dis'pjutiij A\itf W9z <fo stroijggr

Avsn 9 travkr kem 9 'log rapt in 9 worm klok. fre g'griid cfot (fo

WAn hu fgrst med (fo trayter tek of hiz klok Jud bi kgn'sidgrd

strorjg9r (ten 5i Actor. &sn 0^9 nor0 wind blu wi0 61 hiz mait, bAt

(fo mor hi blu
?
59 mor klosli did ^9 travter fold hiz klok e'raund

him; 9nd 9t last &9 nor9 wind gev Ap 5i e'tsm(p)t* 5sn ^9 SAn

Jon aut wormli, gnd i 'midjatli (te travlgr tuk of hiz klok
;
9nd so

0^9 norO wind wez g'blaid^d tu kgn'fss &9t ^9 SAn W9z (to strogg9r
9V 5^9 tu.

The additional words would appear as follows: tjir, fsrnis,

pur,
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AMERICAN ENGLISH

(Typical pronunciation for New York State and the central portion
of the United States)

[Stress and sound values as in British English with the follow-

ing exceptions. J stands for J
;
when final or followed by a con-

sonant it causes considerable 'inverted' (cerebral) modification of

the preceding vowel. Vowels are generally slightly nasalized when

they stand next to nasal consonants.]

(fo no^O wind en 6*9 SAn wa.i dis'pjutirj 9z to hwitf W9Z cfo

stioingist, hwsn 8 tasevelej keim elouj, jsept in 9 woim klouk.

fre 9gii:d cfot 6*9 wAn hu me:d 6*9 tiaevlej teik of iz kout feast

Jed bi ken'side-id stroing9j: 59n 6*9 Actai. 6*sn 6*e noa:9 wind blju:

wi5 ol iz mait; b9t 6*e mou i blju:, 6*9 mou klousli 6^ tasevlej;

fouldid iz klouk 9'aaund im
;
gnd 9t laest 6*9 noa0 wind geiv Ap

5i g'tsmpt. ^fsn $9 SAn Join dot woimli 1

),
end in 9 fju mo:m9nts

59 taaevlej tok of iz klouk. so (fo nojO wind wgz e'blaid^d te

ken'fss 5gt 0^9 ^An wez frg straing9i 9V 5^9 tui.

FRENCH (Northern)

[Stress is generally on the last syllable of important words

(on the last but one, if the vowel of the last is 9). Two con-

secutive vowels do not form a diphthong. Initial and final

voiced plosives and fricatives are fully voiced. - - Initial p, t, k
are uuaspirated. t, d

? n, 1 are dental. - - r may be r or R (or

even K in Parisian speech).

u, are somewhat advanced from the back position. , oe, 5

stand for ST, (BT
?

5--. 5 might also be written 6.]

la biiz e 1 solsij se dispyts, J*ako3 asyira k il ets 1 ply foir,

kat iz 5 vy 63 vwaja^ceir ki s avaiss, avlope da so maito. i s5

tSibe dakoir, k9 sglqi ki arivrs 1 premje a fsir oite s5 maito o

vwajagceir, sers rgarde kom le ply foir. aloir la biiz s s mi a

sufle d tut sa fors; ms ply si sufls, ply 1 vwaja^oeir ssirs s5

maito otur de lul; e a la fs la biiz a rnSise a le Iqi fsir oite. aloir

le solsij a komaise a brije, e o bu d ce moma 1 vwaja^oeir,

rejoife, a oite so maito. eisi la biiz a dy rkonsjtre ke 1 solsij

ets 1 ply foir de c!0.

1. Or ba'gsen ta Jam aut hat.
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GERMAN (North)

[Stress as in English. Initial p, t, k are aspirated.
-- Two

consecutive vowels form a diphthong, the second element heing
the consonantal element. - - Short i, u are lax and might be

written I, U. a is somewhat advanced from the back position.

, 0, 9 stand for 6*-, 0-"-, e; they are somewhat lowered before r.

J is accompanied by lip -rounding, r is r or R; it is weak when
final or followed by a consonant.]

9ainst Jtrit0n zi nortvint 9unt zone, ve:r fon 9imen baiden

vo:l der Jtsrkere vsire,
9als 9ain vanderer, der 9in 9ainen varmen

mantel ge'hylt vair, des veiges da 'heir ka:m. zi: vurden 9
aini9,

das deirjemige fy:r d0n Jtsrker0n gslten zolt0, dsr den vand0r0r

tsvii)0n vyirde, zainen mantel 9
aptsuine;men. der nortvint bliis

mit 9aler maxt, 9aber je* me:r 9sr bliis, dssto' fsster hylte zi9 der

vanderer 9in zainen mantel 9ain. 9
sntli9 ga:p dor nortvint den

kampf 9auf. nuin 9sr'vsrmt0 di' zon0 di- luft mit 9i:r0n froyntli50n

Jtra:len
9unt Join na'x veinigen

9
augenbliken tsoik 1

)
der vanderer

zainen mantel 9aus. da- muste der nortvint tsuigeiben, das di*

zone fon 9imen baiden der Jtsrkere vair.

ITALIAN (Stage pronunciation)

[Stress falls on the penultimate syllable of the important

words, except where otherwise marked. Initial p, t, k are not

aspirated.
--

t, d, n, 1 are dental; r is strongly rolled. --
tf, dj

are rather more palatal than in English.
-- m is lip-teeth when

followed by f or v. --
ft is somewhat advanced from the back

position.]

si bistittfaivano un d^orno il vsnto di tramonta:na e il soile,

1 uino pretendsndo d ssser pju fforte dell altro, kwando viidero

um viaddgatoire, ke vveniiva innantsi, avrolto nel mantsllo.

i due litiganti komVennero alloira, ke ssarsbbe ritenuito pju

fforte, ki ffosse riujjiito a ffar si, ke il viadd^atoire si to^CIesse

il mantsllo di dosso. il vsnto di tramontama komin'tfo a ssoifjaire

kom violsntsa, ma pju ssoffjaiva, pju il viadd^atoire si strind^eiva
nel mantsllo; tanto ke alia fime il poivero vsnto dovette de'sistere

dal suo propoizito. il soile alloira si mos'tro nnel tfjsilo, e ppoiko

doipo il viadd^atoire, ke ssentiiva kaldo, si tolse il mantsllo. e lla

tramontama fu kkostretta ko'si a rriko'nojjere, ke il soile 51 ra

pju fforte di ls:i.

1. Or tao:x.
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SPANISH

[Stress as in Italian. Two consecutive vowels generally
form a diphthong. r is strongly rolled; a is a single flap of

the tip of the tongue. S is a retracted variety, and 6 stands

for 0". (In America is replaced by S, r often by fricative J,

and i often by j). e, a, are intermediate between the French

e and
,
a and a, and respectively. r>, 6, <J

are pronounced
without much friction, b and g are loosely stopped.

-- m is lip-

teeth when followed by f.]

disputauan el 0ier6o j el sol, porfiando ka&a kual eg k el

tenia mas fuerOa, kuando cfe pionto, ben ^e'^aj um biaxe.io em-

boGa&o en una
<jjag kapa. kombime^on eg ke kien antes aaia

ke 1 uiaxejo se kitase la kapa kefra.iia por mas fuerte. el 0ier0o

se pone a so'plar fre firme; pe^o kiianto mas soplaua, mas el

uiaxejo sg arreuuxauS en la kapa: al fin, desis'tio frS a'Gersela

ki'tar. entonGes, el sol ein'pleG a rresplande'Ger, j al kauo o"e

um momento, el isiaxejo siente ka'loj i se kita la kapa. a'si, el

6ier6o UIDO b'e komfe'sar k e.iS, el sol kien tenia mas fuerOa.

PORTUGUESE

[Stress as in Italian. 15, 5, (J,
are pronounced without much

friction. J is a single flap of the tongue. J, 5 are retracted

varieties. -- A r

dark' variety of 1 (1) is used finally and before

consonants. - - a is slightly advanced from the back position,

except when followed^by 1 (1).
= the first vowel in the English

about. stands for i*. i, u frequently lose their voice when

unstressed.]

konten'diu u sol i u ventu, "e uej kwal tijre maij fo.is'B,

kwandu gpei'seti C vi^ndrat Imbjujfachi niim b5m k^pote. k5g-
kai'dcureu ^ig ki -ekelo ka p.iim^iau o^.iiaas u isi^nd^nt 'B ti'jaj

u
-B^-eza^u

SQHU kSsi^'aao" u maif forta du^ dolf. niftu u ventu

kume'so asup'jaj kwimtu pu&i'e; m-ef kw^ntu maiz -esupjaui?,

maiz u omii kofi'gav o k^'pot, ^'ts ke pui ff u ventu teva ^9

sa'frej. m't^ii u sol rrom'peii do rrepento kon tocJ a ftxisi?, i d^'i

a na^B u iDrendimte ti'.iav o ki?pot0, plu'ke u ventu fi'ko s^uendu

ki u sol pu^ii? maij ki ele.

CATALANIAN

[Stress as in Italian. J formed by a single flap of the tip

of the tongue.
- - i is as in English people.

- - a as in English
father; 9 as in the first syllable of about, somewhat lower
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than this; i, IT stand for lax i, u. - - m is lip -teeth when
followed by f]

IB tzBmontane j B! sol BZ frispotauen, susfre'nm kaoB o k e.

eiB 1 mes fort, koan dt? sopte, bswen urn biBd'd^e kB s B'kost

Bmboli'kat 'en one gjarj kape. ban kumb'e'm kB 1 ki pji'me
fBiie kB 1 uiBd'dge s

tre'^ez
IB kape SB.iie tin 'gut pB 1 mes

fort. IB tramontane s po
f

z B uo'fa m tote IB seise 'ftwie; pB'ro,

kom mez uofaue, mez B! uiBd'dge s Bmi^auB m IB kape : B IB

ft, ba bVja ko'rre ferli tjsoje. BlBzoaez B! sol komsnse O'B

iDJi'^a, j B! kab d urn mu'men, B! uiBd'dge, ben BskBl'fat, BS

tisu IB kape. B'/I, IB tiBmuntane uai'us O'B kumfe'sa kB } sol

ejB 1 mes fort.

WELSH (North)

[Stress is on the last syllable but one of every important word.

*i is slightly advanced from the standard
c

mixed' position.]

er oe5 e goglsfrwi'nt ar hail en emfradlei* pa i'm oefr e krevav

pan frai'6 teiO'i^ emlaen wsdi ei emwi'sgo msun mantsl gli'id.

ketinasant i esterjsd e kentav a orvodai r teiO'ifr i friosg ei go:b
en grevax nar lal. ena xwiOofr e gogls^fwint ai ho:l sgni. ond

po muiav e xwi'Gai, mui'av ti'n e plegai r teiGi'fr ei vantsl am dano;
ak o r diwsfr ro5o5 e goglsfrwint i veni* r emdrsx. ena tewenofr

er hail en genss ak einhsn exedig eiljada'i diosgofr e teiO'i^ ei

vantsj. vsj'i gorvi* ir gogls^w'int a^sv mai er hail oe5 e krevav

or bVi.

SWEDISH (Stockholm colloquial)

[p, t, k are unaspirated when intervocalic, also when preceded

by S; they are aspirated initially when stressed. d is an 'in-

verted' d. o: has considerable lip-rounding. OI, TI, are used

to represent the vowels in sol, hus, upp; o = 0), Y = 0>, and

both are more or less diphthongized.
v

is prefixed to words having the so-called 'compound' tone.]

i) gog so
v
gre:la ^uidanVindn o 'so: In me va'ran: om 'vem:

sm va f v
starkast. 'ret: soni de 'va:, kom en man' po lan:sve:gen.

han hade n Vanm v
kap:a 'po: ssi.

v
no:dan o 'so: In kom 0vr'ens

a 'den: va dn v
starkaste, som konde fo 'o: honom v

kap:an.
v
no:dan'vindn boarja

v
blo:sa o

v
al:a 'krafter, men jo

v
vaer:e han

jik 'po:, jo
v
te:tare dro:g 'man:n v

kap:an om ssi. o te 'slv:t ga:v
vno:dan'vindn op 'stri:dn. o

v
se:dan tit: a 'so:len 'fram: o

v
boerja

v
gas:a. o nr:

V
dr0ide de inte leg:e

vin:an 'man:n toig 'o: ssi
v
kap:an. do fik

v
no:dan'vindn ^loiv o

v
me:d'je: a te va 'su:len

sni va dn v
star:kaste.
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RUSSIAN (St. Petersburg pronunciation)

[To avoid numerous long explanations, certain non-significant

shades of sound have heen distinguished in the following trans-

cript.
- - Unstressed vowels are generally extremely short, lax

and obscure in quality.

a is an advanced variety. u, 0, 9 stand for UT (
,
OT ( ,

e. i'= an

advanced ra. i is not very tense. 9 and I are very short obscure

vowels, the first being nearer to i' and the second nearer to i.

Y is I with slight lip-rounding added, u is 9 with slight lip-

rounding added. A is equivalent to o without lip-rounding.

Before palatalized consonants the vowels a, i* are somewhat

advanced, and e, i are somewhat raised.]

,
'sevirnei 'vetir i 'sontso 'spofili, 'kto iz 'nix sil'nei.

'ras v 'ste 'vfemi A'ni zA'metili zA'kutonave f 'plajtj

putnikA, pedvi 'gaffevasi pa dA'rogi, i pari'J'ili, Jta 'tot iz 'nix

'budit jtji'tafcsa 'samam 'silnam, kA'mu 'ran/a u'dastsa zA'stavit

'putnikA 'snat 'piajTtjf. 'tut 'sevirnei 'vetir pnnil'sa 'dut IZA 'fsex

'sii; na 'tjem sil'nei 'on 'dui, 'tern sii'nei 'kutelse 'putmk f 'svo!

'plajtj, 'tak jte f kAn'tss kAn'tsof 'sevirnai 'vetir 'dolmen 'bi'l

etkA'zat^sa et SVA'CI zA'datji. tA'da zasi'alse 'solna/kA, 'putnik

panim'nogD atA'grelsa i 'fskore 'snal 'svoi 'plajtj. tA'kim 'obrezam

'sevirnai 'vetir Vmu^din 'bil pri'znat, jtA 'sontse sii'nei I'vo.

POLISH

[t is similar to the English 1 in people; with some speakers,

however, the articulation of the tip of the tongue is dropped, the

sound then becoming a kind of W. - - In &, z the 'front' of the

tongue is raised as for
, j and the tip is simultaneously raised

close to the upper teeth.]

pulnotsni vjatr i slojitss spjstfali ss, kturs z jiix siljiejjs,

gd'i vlasjis pjsxodfil drogS podru^n'i, ovijisnti* f tsspl'i plajtf.

umuvili ss, 35 tsn z jiix, kturi psrffi zmusi podru^nsgo do

zdjejitsa okri'tsa, bsjid^s uva^an'i za siljiejjsgo. ftsd'i pulnotsni'

vjatr potfol dojits s tsaKx sil; Istf im motsjiej dol, tim vsntsej

podrujni otulal ss f pla/tf ; vrsjtss pulnotsni vjatr otstompil ot
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sfsgo zamjaru. ftsdi slojitss zatjslo pfiggsvats i po xfili podru^m

zdjoi okritss. f tsn sposup puinotsni vjatr musal pj'iznats, 35

slojitss brfo silnejjs odjisgo.

CZECH (of Bohemia)

[r is a rolled r pronounced with strong simultaneous friction.]

ssvsra:k(
9
)a sluntss ss fiaidali, gdo z nix js siljisijr; f torn

spatfili potssstnsifio, ktsri- kraitfsl zafialsn plaijcsm.
9
ujsdnali

tsdi, 35 tsn ss ma: povagovaci za siljisifi' fio, gdo prvjii' dokai^s,
9abi si potssstni- svlsik} pla:Jc. tu zatfal ssvsraik foukaci zs

fji
f

siili;
9als tfiim viits foiikal, ci'm viitss ss potssstni' zana-

loval do svsifio plaijcs. konstjjis vzdal ss ssvsraik marnsifio9u:sili'.

pak zatfalo sluqko syi:cit(
9
)a nfa:t

?

9a za jisjaki- (^okam^ik

potssstni', ktsrs:mu bilo fiorko, sxojil plaijc. tak musil ssvsraik

(
9
)uznaci, gs sluntss js siljisifii.

HUNGARIAN

[The stress is on the first syllable of every important word.

p, t, k are unaspirated, as in French. - - r is strongly rolled;

is has very little friction; t, d, n, 1 are dental. - - Stressed is

very near to the English SB in man] unstressed has a somewhat

higher tongue position than stressed . a is very much retracted

and is practically indistinguishable from the English vowel in not.]

az eisaki seil najban vitatkozot a nappal, hoj ksttsjyk koezyl

msjik az sr0ijsb mid0m sj utajt laittak, kabaicaiba burkoloidzva

kcezslsdni. srrs slhatairostaik, hoj az Iss a J0;stsj, amsjik s!0ib

keijissriiti az utajt, hoj kabaicait IsvsJJs. az eisaki seil, sgeis

srsjeit 03sssssdvs fujni kszdst, ds msnneil sr0i/sbbsn fujt, annail

sorojabra vonta oesss kabaicait az utaj, miig veigrs az eisaki

seil fslhajot taimadaijaival. srrs a nap kszdst Jytni seip mslsgsn

eij* neihaiji maijbdpsrts muilva a vaindor Isvststts kabaicait. iij

bait az eisaki sell keintslsn volt slijmsrni, hoj a nap sr0ijsb

nailainail.

FINNISH

[The stress is on the first syllable of all important words.

In the diphthongs (even in uo and ie) the second element is the

weaker, p, t, k are unaspirated as in French, v, j are pronounced
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without much friction. Before a pause final -n is very weak. -

In groups of two consonants, the second (if not doubled) is ex-

tremely short.

- e is 6r
;

i is IT
,
the lowering being particularly noticeable

in the diphthongs ai, ei, etc.; many speakers use a lowered u and

y in the diphthongs ail, ay, etc.; a is a kind of advanced a^. or

retracted ffir; o is Or;.0 is 0-r; y is y^.]

pohjatuili ja aurirjko vaittelivat, kummalla oliei enempi

voima:, kun samalla nakivat 'kulkian, jolla oli ylla:n lammin

vaippa. silloin sovittim, etta 'se on vakevampi, joka 'pikemmin
sa: kulkialta pa:llysva:tte:m pois. nytk0s pohjatuili puhaltama:n

ni(i)n etta 'viuhui; niutta mita kovempa: se puhalsi, sita 'tar-

kemmirj ka:ri vaim mies vaippa: ymparille:n; ja vi:mein tuili

heittikirj koko homman siksem. silloin alkoi aurinko lampimasti

lloista:, eika aika:ka:n, ni(:)rj kulkia riisui vaippansa. 'ni:n oli

tu:lem pakko my0nta: ;
etta aurinko oli kun 'olikin vakevampi.

SOUTH AFRICAN DUTCH

[Stress is on the first syllable of important words, when not

otherwise marked. Two consecutive vowels form a diphthong the

second element being the consonantal element. e =
6-..;

o = O-L,

except in the diphthongs ei, OU, where the e is somewhat retracted,

and the somewhat advanced; a = &., oe = Ox; h = fi.]

di no:rdevent en di son vas an t strei vi fa hoela tve: di

st&rkste vas, tu 9 reisexer met 9 varem mantel 9om da: r lanes

kom. heel vort det 9e:s dat di 9
e:n, vat di 9e:rst9 di reisgxer

kon noitsaik om sei mant9l 9af t9 hail, fer di stsrkst9 sou

cslde. dairop xa:t di no:rd9V9nt ni9t 9al sei max an t va:i;

mar hu harder hei va:i, hu fast9r vekel di reisgxer horn 9 sei

mantel; e 9eindelek ce: di no:rdevent mut 9
op. tu be'xen di

son warem skein, 9 9e:n tve: dri es di mantel fan di reisexgr

9af. di no:rd9vent mue tu 9sr
/

ksn dat di son di stsrkste fan di

tve: vas.

URDU
(compare transliteration on p. 3*2)

[t, d, n, 1, r are dental; t, d are 'inverted' (cerebral), r is

formed by curling back the tip of the tongue and then shooting
it forwards so that it makes a single flap against the teeth-ridge

(gums).
- -

p, t, c, k (without following h) are unaspirated. In

Mi, dh, jh, gh the h is voiced. - - The pronunciation of the
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sounds here represented ly c, j seems to vary between pure c, j
and the English tf, d$ and the groups tj, dj.

-

i, e, ft, 0, u, are always long in stressed syllables.
-

I, U are as in the English it, put; they are always short, a is

a variety somewhat resembling the English A in much.

e, stand for Or, OT.]

aftab aor bad i Jimal apas me bahes kar rahe the ki ham
dono me se kaon zorauar hae, ki ek musafir garni COKQ orhe

hue cala aja. unho ne apas me ittifaq kija ki us musafir ka

coKa jo pahele utaroa de uuhi zorauar sarajha jae.

bad i Jimal ne maqdur bhar zor lagaja, magar jju jju us ki

jhoke tez tez call tjf tji musafir coifa me cimatkar lipta gea

jaha tak ki uttara apne jihad se baz aja.

phir aftab tezi se camak(0)ne laga, to jhat musafir ne coua

utar dia, aor bad i Jimal ko naan(9)na para ki ham dono me se

aftab zorauar hae.

PANJABI (Northern Mohammedan dialect)

[t, d, are dental, n, 1,
r alveolar; r is formed by a single flap

of the tongue. t
? d, n, 1, are 'inverted' (cerebral); r as in Urdu;

tf, dj as in Italian do, gia. p ? t, tf, k (without following h) are

unaspirated.
--

i, A, IT are as in the English it, much, put. n tends

to nasalize vowels next to it.

A
represents a peculiar tone of high pitch preceded by a slight

rise and followed by a slight fall. In connected speech it often

becomes a simple high tone.

(
is used provisionally to represent a glottal sound somewhat

resembling the Arabic *ain. It is difficult to say whether this

sound is really a consonant or whether it is not rather a low rising
tone. When initial it is accompanied by a slight aspiration.]

pArbAt di IDOL: te dm da apeitf tftAg:a si pAi sadde uittfo kera

bdla tAgra e. ik(k) rai IAOXI aunda si, d^is gArm loi duaje ul
e
e!i

c
oi si. 6n f a faesla kita pAi jera psel-e rai di loi lu

(ae, uoi bauta

tAg^ia simd^ea d^ae. pher pArbAt di ua: pure zor nal uAggan

Ug^i. pAr dginna os til laea onne uidd zor nal rai loi duale

i3l
ce!i; t/hekse ua khaeia tfhAd ditta. pher oddro dadi t

cupp
mkl pAi. te tJ(

At pAt os loi la lei. te ua: nu mAnnna pea pAi

saddea doa mttjo diu tAara e.
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CHINESE (Cantonese dialect, colloquial style)

[The six tones are indicated by the signs
* ' "

v ,
_

;
for their

values see Jones & Woo, Cantonese Phonetic Reader (London Univer-

sity Press).
-

p*, t, ts*, k* are used for the aspirated consonants (p*, t, k*

are much the same as in English); p, t, k are unaspirated and

sound to an English ear rather like b, d, y. Final p, t, k are

pronounced without explosion, s is more accurately S. -- Final i

is lower and further back than the English vowel in see. i,
u tend

towards
fc,

when followed by k or ij.
i is used to represent

a sound intermediate between i and y.

In the diphthongs the second element is the consonantal

element. Length is significant in the case of the sound a.]

'

pak' furj _kun~ko_jit 'fan, Jau'jat~pin,
'hai

~
ts

r

y v
ls' tsar) _ loen ,k

f

oey y loerj

"
ko' tsi' tsurj ,

'pm'jat~ko_hai~kan. v
k

f

O3n, 'sik_tsik'ko_tsan
vsi,

Jau' jat
~
ko Jan,

'

ts
f

yn~ tscek'jat_ kin,nyn v
ts

f

oerj 'p'ou'ks,

'hai 'ko
"
ts

f

y'jat _ tsik'
kirj

~
kwo.

y
k

f

ceyy
losn^ ka _ tsau^s

f

in 'jyn_ lap ~joek,

Jy 'kwo'ko
~ ko

7jau 'pun _ sj, nan' sin 'sai
x

tak 'ko
" ko Jan ,

"
t
f

y t' lat,k
f

O3y 'ko _ kin 'p

f

ou 'ks
,

_ tsau~ syn y
k

f

cey _hai v
k

f

o3n
~
kwo' ni

v

jat~ko ~lo.
'

pak' furj 'kam _ tsau _jurj _ tso3nx
k

f

osy
~
ks _ lik lai is cey' la ,

vso3y' tsi
y
k

f

oey _jyt
~
fat' ts

f

oey' tak' ka: u'kwam,
'ko

~
ko Jan _jyt

~
fat la:m _ sat

y
k

f

cey _ kin 'p
f

ou
,

wai _ tsyy
k

f

cey
~
ks' san

~
po ,

'

tsoet' tsi
~
kin' tak' tu _ hai

v
m "

tsou' ta(k) v
lai

~
ks

~
lo

,

'

pak' furj _ tsau m
~
tsoi

~
tsai' la.

'ko_tsan, 'ko~ko_jit't
f

au,
_ tsau

~
sa: i ts

r

oet _jit
~
hei 'hoi^nyn ,

'ko
~
ko

v
ha: n _ lou

~
ks Jan,

'

tsik' hak _ tsau' tso3n
/
k

f

oey 'ko _ kin 'p
f

ou
~
t
f

yt' hsu.

'kam
'joerj'

ns
,

'ko
~
ko' pak' furj _ hai' ka:m _ tsy

~
jiu' tsiu _ jirj,

_wa 'ko
~
ko _jit 't

f

au
,

_ hai
7
k

f

oey/ loerj

~
ko' tsi' tsurj ,

~kan
x
k

f

oen~ks
/ js~lo.

1

)

BURMESE

p\ t
1

, k\ s*, strongly aspirated; initial p, t, k, s unaspirated

(p, t, k being as in French). Final t, k,
9 are pronounced without

I. A literal translation of this passage will be found in the Maitre

Phonetique, May 1911.
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explosion.
- - is nearer to the English than to the French

variety. Vowels are nasalized when followed by nasal consonants.
*

denotes a falling tone. Vowels immediately followed by
*

are

long, a, i, D, 9 and all vowels followed by
? are short; so also

is before a final consonant. Otherwise all vowels not in diph-

thongs are long, and those not followed by
"

have an even or

rising tone without stress.]

mjauk le mm hnin9
'

ne mm bi mi bu ga
9
'

6a a tjT bi

hu9>

egiii ek'oun p
r

jit tja' bi etwiri, k'ejfbi te jauk t
f

u do

eiridji go wut hljst la ja, le mm hnm9
'

ne miri bi /auk la

bV k
f

eji
x

bi wut 60' emdji go, tfut aug tatjinaig bo' bu bi 6a

jwe
9

'

a tjf bi hu9
'

hmat ju jan kadi9
'

t
f

c? dja
9
'

jwe
9
', mjauk

le mm ga
9
'

tat hnaig be lauk taik ja, tjat tjat talk le, k
f

eji

v

bi

ewut ko hma 6a kat le, eto tja hma9
'

le min bi, m.9 tat hnanj
be p

f

jm9
'

jat ja
9
'

le i9\ t
f

o nauk ne miri bi pu aug ejaug tauk

ja, k
f

ena9
'

djm hnm9
'

k
f

9jrbi ewut tfut ja
9>

jwe
9
', mjauk le

min ga
9
'

ne min bi 0u9'

dst 0a a tji' bi hu9> wun k
r

an

ja
9
'

le bi.
1

)

PHONETIC SPELLING

The utility of the International Phonetic Alphabet is not con-

fined to the actual representation of pronunciation. The system

may also be used (with suitable conventions) as a general system'

of spelling for any language, and as a means of transliteration of

the native spelling of many languages. We give here an example
of phonetic spelling of English. This form of spelling is based

on the principle that it should be capable of being easily read

and written by speakers of any dialect. For various reasons it

is found expedient to choose Northern English pronunciation as

the basis for this system of spelling. By making a few obvious

conventions, however, the system is practically phonetic for speak-
ers of Southern English and other dialects.

be norO wind amd be SAn wer dispju:tig hwitf woz be strogger,
hwsn e trseveler ke:m elog raept in e worm klo:k. be: egriid baet

be wAn hu: ferst me:d be trseveler teik of hiz kloik Jud bi: kon-

siderd strogger been bi Aber. bsn be nor6 wind blu: wib o:l hiz

inait, bAt be mor hi: blu: be mor kloisli did be trseveler fo:ld hiz

klo:k eraund him; aend set last be norG wind ge:v Ap bi etsmpt.
bsn be SAn Jon aut wormli, send imi:djetli be traeveler tuk of hiz

1. A literal translation of this passage will be found in the Maitre

Phonetique, Jan. 1912.
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kloik; Eeiid so: (to nor6 wind woz oblaid^d tu konfss fraet (to SAII

woz 50 stroggor ov <fo tu:.

We give also a transliteration (as nearly as is possible) of the

native spelling of Urdu 1

).
It is instructive to compare this text

with the phonetic transcription given on p. 29.

?a;fta:b 9aur ba:d ?
i Jima:l

9
a:pas me bans kar rahe the ki

ham dono me se ka:un zoraiuar hai, ki 9ek musa:fir garni cona;
9orhc hu:'e cala: 9

a:jai.
9unho ne 9

a:pas me 9
ittifa:q kijai ki ?us

musaifir ka: coua: jo pahle
9utarua: de uuhi; zora:uar samjha: ja:

9e.

ba:d 9
i Jimail. ne maqdu:r bhar zor lagaijai, magar jju jju

9us ki jhoke tez tez call tji tju musaifir coim: me cimatkar lipta:

gaja: jaha tak ki 9uttara: 9
apue jihad se ba:z 9

a:ja:.

phi:r
9a:fta:b tezi: se camakne laga: to jhat musa:fir ne cona:

7nta:r dija:,
9aur ba:d 9

i Jima:l ko ma:nna: para: ki ham dono

me se 9a:fta:b zoraiuar hai.

A LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL WORKS IN WHICH THE
INTERNATIONAL PHONETIC ALPHABET IS EMPLOYED

Books marked with an asterisk may be obtained by members of the

Association at half price on application to the headquarters of the Asso-

ciation.

b. denotes 'bound', p. 'paper cover'.

I. General Phonetics.

W. VIKTOR & W. RIPPMANN, Elements of Phonetics. London (Dent) 1899, 2s. 6d.

W. SCHOLLE & E. SMITH, Elementary Phonetics. London (Blackie) 1903, 2s. 6d.

B. DUMVILLE, The Science of Speech. London (Olive), 2s. 6d.

L. SOAMES, Introduction to Phonetics. London (Macmillan) 2nd ed., 1912, 6s.

P. PASSY, Petite phonetique. Leipzig (Teubner) 2nd ed., 1912, p. M. 1.80,

b. M. 2.20.

W. VIETOR, Elemente der Phonetik. Leipzig (Reisland) 5th ed., 1904, p. M. 7,20,

b. M. 8..
W. VIETOR, Kleine Phonetik.' Leipzig (Reisland) 3rd ed., 1903, p. M. 2.50,

b. M. 2.80.

0. JESPERSEN, Lehrbuch der Phonetik. Leipzig (Teubner) 1904, p. M. 5.
,

b. M. 5.60.

0. JESPERSEN, Phonetisclie Grundfraqcn. Leipzig (Teubner) 1905, p. M. 3.60,

b. M. 4.20.

1. The vowel symbols have to be supplied, the vowels not being
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Court Expose de la Prononciation liusse. Par L. SCERBA. Price 7 d.

To members 4 d.

Notes sur la Prononciation de la Langue Mandarine. Par R. CH. GUERNII

Price 1 s. To members 6 d.

In Preparation.

Index analytique du Maitre Phonetique 18891912. Par J. L. RAYNER-

Orthographe et Prononciation Tcheque. Par A. FRINTA.

Back numbers of the Maitre Phonetique may be had at the follow-

ing prices:
To members

complete 8 s.

12 s. each

20 s. each

4 s. each

To non-members

12s.

20 s. each

32 8. each

6s. 6 d. each

3s. 6 d. each 6 s. each

1889

1890, 1891, 1893

1896, 1897, 1898

1900, 1902

1902, 1903, 1904

1905, 1906, 1907

1908, 1909, 1910

1911, 1912

The years 1892, 1894, 1895, 1899 and 1901 are no longer sold separately.

Complete collections are very rare. There are one or two for sal<

(18891912) price a 10 to members, 14 to non-members.

Note. The Association is willing to purchase lack numbers of the journa\

prior to 1902. Offers should ~bc addressed to the Assistant Secretary.
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